An Impala Revolution

Rental fleet, lame-o sedan, and mainstream icon. All
applicable ways to describe the previous generations of
the Chevy Impala, and I can assure you I'd still feel that
way if it wasn't for Detroit's new creation.
(Disclaimer: I did not receive any products or compensation in exchange for this
review. All opinions are my own and my passion for cars cannot be bought)

Recently, I had the opportunity to drive one from our
home in Indianapolis, Indiana to Cedar Point
Adventure Park in Sandusky, Ohio. Most of you would
think my favorite rides were the Mantis or the Iron
Dragon; well, sorry to disappoint as I'm not much of a
roller coaster fan.

Averaged 29.4mpg during the first half of
our 654 mile trip.

My favorite ride was in fact, the 2014 Chevy Impala
LTZ in a gorgeous iridescent pearl paint. Let me begin
with this; if you know me, then you know my driving
background is based mostly with European cars, that's
why there is big shock here. We all know GM's Cadillac
is after BMW with their 5 Series-fighter, the CTS sedan.
But an Impala...seriously? Let me explain to you why
my trip would NOT have been any better in a German
sedan.

Missi @LifeisPopping enjoying the
spacious cabin to do some last
minute blogging.

- I didn't need an IT degree to set my cruise control and navigate XM
radio. I love technology as much as any Palo Alto intern, but I can't
stand complicated infotainment systems.
- I was not afraid to park and walk away from it at questionable gas
stations.
- No premium gas required! Take that!
- The valet does not think I'm a young douche as I pull up.
Looks- Simplicity is a beautiful thing, and you can really tell just how
simple this car is the moment you approach it. Smooth, clean and we'll
thought-out lines accentuate the Impalas modern, yet elegant look.
Interior- I really enjoyed my drivers seat, and the key-less go and drivers
display set right in front of me proved that good research went into this
car. I'm super needy when it comes to driving position, so I was
relieved to see how everything falls into place when your elbow lines up
with the armrest, which makes the console controls just a wrist flick
away. It just makes sense.

Yes, those are stock wheels, high five
design team.
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But German cars are quiet, you'd say! Well so is this. But German cars
have nice wheels and Xenon headlights, you'd say! Well, so does this.
There were so many little things I noticed during our four- hour drive
that I am sure I bored my wife to death just talking about them.
And that's when it hit me! This is a great car, and it's an even better
buy! Lane departure warning, collision-avoidance braking, 29mpg
along with striking looks! If those are on your must-have list, along
with outsmarting your Bavarian car-owning neighbor, then go to your
local dealer and drive one for yourself.

